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CONFORMAL DIMENSION AND BOUNDARIES OF PLANAR
DOMAINS
KYLE KINNEBERG
Abstract. Building off of techniques that were recently developed by M. Car-
rasco, S. Keith, and B. Kleiner to study the conformal dimension of bound-
aries of hyperbolic groups, we prove that uniformly perfect boundaries of John
domains in Cˆ have conformal dimension equal to 0 or 1. Our proof uses a
discretized version of Carrasco’s “uniformly well-spread cut point” condition,
which we call the discrete UWS property, that is well-suited to deal with metric
spaces that are not linearly connected. More specifically, we prove that bound-
aries of John domains have the discrete UWS property and that any compact,
doubling, uniformly perfect metric space with the discrete UWS property has
conformal dimension equal to 0 or 1. In addition, we establish other geo-
metric properties of metric spaces with the discrete UWS property, including
connectivity properties of their weak tangents.
1. Introduction
Let Ω ⊂ Cˆ be a domain (a connected, open set) in the Riemann sphere. We say
that Ω is a quasi-disk if it is the image of the unit disk D under a quasiconformal
homeomorphism of Cˆ. In this case, ∂Ω is a Jordan curve that is quasisymmetrically
equivalent to the unit circle S1. From the viewpoint of quasiconformal geometry,
and the viewpoint we adopt in this paper, quasi-disks and quasi-circles form ex-
tremely nice classes of metric objects.
Here we are interested in two other classes of domains in Cˆ: John domains
and Ho¨lder domains. Informally, a John domain is one in which every point can
be joined to a common base-point by a “twisted cone” with uniform vertex angle.
Then, again informally, a Ho¨lder domain is one in which the quasi-hyperbolic metric
grows in roughly the same way that it does in a John domain. Every quasi-disk
is a John domain, and every John domain is a Ho¨lder domain, but these are both
proper containments (even in the simply connected setting).
John domains and Ho¨lder domains arise naturally in conformal dynamics, both
from iteration of rational maps and from Kleinian groups. For example, if p(z)
is polynomial of degree at least 2, then all of the Fatou components are John
domains if and only if p(z) is semi-hyperbolic [7]. An analogous statement about
John domains and Kleinian groups is proved in [20]. More broadly, if q(z) is a
rational map that satisfies the Collet–Eckmann expansion condition, then all Fatou
components are Ho¨lder domains [12] (and [23] gives a partial converse to this). We
note that the latter examples are, in some senses, typical: almost every external
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2 KYLE KINNEBERG
ray to the Mandelbrot set lands on a value c for which q(z) = z2 + c satisfies the
Collet–Eckmann condition [25].
Ho¨lder domains also appear in some explicitly stochastic settings, particularly
those connected to SLE. For example, the unbounded complementary domain of
an SLEκ trace is, almost surely, a Ho¨lder domain when κ 6= 4 [24]. In a similar
way, the interior domains for the random Jordan curves constructed in [1] are,
almost surely, Ho¨lder domains. Here we should mention that the Ho¨lder domains
appearing in these contexts are, almost surely, not John domains. At the same
time, due to similarities in the behavior of the quasi-hyperbolic metric, we think of
John domains as deterministic “toy examples” of the stochastic domains.
In all three realms mentioned above (rational dynamics, Kleinian groups, and
stochastic planar processes), there are interesting questions concerning quasiconfor-
mal equivalence. When are two Kleinian groups quasiconformally conjugate? When
are two Julia sets quasisymmetrically equivalent? Are two independent samples of
SLEκ traces quasiconformally equivalent almost surely? There is a significant body
of work related to the first two questions (classical results include [26] and [18]; for
further discussion see [15, Section 6] and [19, Section 8.3]), and the third question
was recently asked by C. McMullen.
In light of these questions, we are motivated to study quasisymmetric invariants
of the relevant objects. A prominent invariant coming from hyperbolic geometry
is the conformal dimension. Originally introduced by Pansu [22] to study visual
boundaries of rank-one symmetric spaces, the conformal dimension can be defined
for any metric space (X, d) and is denoted by Cdim(X). More accurately, we
will concentrate on a related invariant, the Ahlfors-regular conformal dimension,
denoted CdimAR(X). These have become important tools in the study of hyperbolic
groups and, more generally, in the analysis of metric spaces [19].
Returning to the setting of planar domains, in this paper we focus primarily on
questions related to the conformal dimension of ∂Ω, where Ω is a John domain.
Indeed, if Ω is a quasi-disk, it follows immediately from the definitions that the
conformal dimension of ∂Ω is equal to 1. On the other hand, we suspect that the
conformal dimension of boundaries of Ho¨lder domains can take any value strictly
between 1 and 2. Thus, John domains seem to be the appropriate class to investi-
gate. We will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. If Ω ⊂ Cˆ is a John domain with ∂Ω uniformly perfect, then
CdimAR(∂Ω) ∈ {0, 1}. It is is equal to 0 if and only if ∂Ω is uniformly discon-
nected.
We should note that, in general, Cdim(X) ≤ CdimAR(X). Thus, we also obtain
Cdim(∂Ω) ∈ {0, 1}, as the conformal dimension cannot assume values in (0, 1)
by the results in [17]. If we assume in addition that ∂Ω is connected and not a
singleton, then this gives Cdim(∂Ω) = CdimAR(∂Ω) = 1.
Before moving on, let us mention a corollary that deals with the quasiconformal
geometry of certain Julia sets. We noted above that if p(z) is a semi-hyperbolic
polynomial on Cˆ of degree at least 2, then its unbounded Fatou component is a
John domain [7]. The Julia set J(p) of p is the boundary of this component, so
Theorem 1.1 implies the following.
Corollary 1.2. If p(z) is a semi-hyperbolic polynomial of degree at least 2 with
J(p) connected, then Cdim(J(p)) = CdimAR(J(p)) = 1.
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We note that this statement is proven in M. Carrasco’s PhD thesis [9, Corollary
3.3], using the dynamics of p on J(p). One could therefore view Theorem 1.1 as a
non-dynamical extension of this fact.
To establish Theorem 1.1, we will introduce the notion of uniformly well-spread
discrete cut points (which we call the discrete UWS property). This is a direct
discretization of the notion of uniformly well-spread cut points in a metric space
(the UWS property), which was recently introduced by M. Carrasco as a sufficient
condition for a compact, doubling, linearly connected metric space to have confor-
mal dimension equal to 1 [8]. His motivation came from boundaries of one-ended
hyperbolic groups, where the linear connectivity condition is automatically satis-
fied (but the boundary need not be planar). For us, ∂Ω is planar and, generally,
is topologically uncomplicated (namely, Ω is connected), but linear connectivity is
almost never satisfied. For example, if ∂Ω were a linearly connected Jordan curve,
then it would be a quasi-circle, and the conformal dimension of ∂Ω would trivially
be equal to 1. However, a simple discretization of the original UWS property works
well for the objects we consider. The proof of Theorem 1.1 breaks into two parts.
Theorem 1.3. If Ω ⊂ Cˆ is an L-John domain, then ∂Ω has the discrete UWS
property, with constant depending only on L.
Theorem 1.4. If X is a compact, doubling, uniformly perfect metric space and
has the discrete UWS property, then CdimAR(X) ∈ {0, 1}. It is equal to 0 if and
only if X is uniformly disconnected.
The discrete UWS property is a central ingredient in the proof of our main
result. We introduce it in Section 3 and establish some basic properties before
proving Theorem 1.4. In particular, we discuss its relationship to the standard
UWS property and its quasisymmetric invariance in the linearly connected setting.
In Section 4 we prove Theorem 1.3. In many ways, this is the heart of the paper,
and we think it justifies our subsequent study of the discrete UWS property. In
Section 5, we turn our attention to the infinitesimal geometry of metric spaces with
the discrete UWS property by studying their weak tangents. For example, we will
establish the following result.
Proposition 1.5. Let X be a complete, connected, doubling metric space that has
the discrete UWS property with constant C. Then every weak tangent of X has at
most N connected components, where N depends only on C and on the doubling
constant of X.
In particular, if Ω is a John domain with ∂Ω connected, then every weak tangent
of ∂Ω has a uniformly bounded number of connected components (Theorem 5.6).
One should compare this to the following asymptotic characterization of quasi-
circles: a Jordan curve is a quasi-circle if and only if every weak tangent is connected
(see Theorem 5.3).
Finally, in Section 6, we discuss some problems related to the conformal dimen-
sion of boundaries of Ho¨lder domains. We give an example of a Ho¨lder domain in C
whose boundary has Hausdorff dimension equal to 1 but Ahlfors-regular conformal
dimension equal to 2. We end with some questions about whether this behavior is
typical for the complementary components of SLE traces.
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2. Some definitions and background
Let us recall some standard notation and definitions in metric geometry. A
metric space (X, d) is doubling if there is a constant C for which every ball in X
of radius r can be covered by at most C balls of radius r/2. Note that a doubling
metric space is totally bounded, so every complete and doubling metric space is
proper: closed balls are compact.
We say that X is uniformly perfect if there is c > 0 such that the closed annulus
B(x, r)\B(x, cr) 6= ∅ for each x ∈ X and 0 < r ≤ diam(X). For example, if X is
connected and has at least two points, then it is uniformly perfect. A much stronger
condition is linear connectivity. For λ ≥ 1, we say that X is λ-linearly connected if
for any two points x, y ∈ X there is a compact connected set E ⊂ X with x, y ∈ E
and diam(E) ≤ λd(x, y).
Following standard notation, we will use dimH(X) to denote the Hausdorff di-
mension of X. For Q > 0, the metric space X is said to be Ahlfors Q-regular if it
supports a Borel regular measure µ such that
C−1rQ ≤ µ(B(x, r)) ≤ CrQ
for all balls in X of radius 0 < r ≤ diam(X), where C is a uniform constant. In
this case, dimH(X) = Q. It is not difficult to see that an Ahlfors regular metric
space is necessarily doubling and uniformly perfect.
A finite sequence of points x0, x1, . . . , x` in X is called a discrete δ-path if
d(xi, xi−1) ≤ δ for each 1 ≤ i ≤ `. Abusing standard terminology, we say that
such a discrete path joins x0 and x`. The metric space X is uniformly discon-
nected if there is  > 0 such that, for each x, y ∈ X distinct, there is no discrete
d(x, y)-path joining x and y.
Now, we turn our attention to sets in the Riemann sphere. When working in this
setting, we will always use the spherical metric on Cˆ, though on occasion we will
still denote it by |x−y|. Let Ω ⊂ Cˆ be a domain. For z ∈ Ω, let δΩ(z) = dist(z, ∂Ω)
be the distance from z to the boundary of Ω, measured of course in the spherical
metric. If α is an arc in Ω, we will use α[z, z′] to denote the closed sub-arc joining
two points z, z′ ∈ α.
Let α ⊂ Ω be an arc with endpoints z0 and z1, and let L ≥ 1. We say that α is
an L-John arc with base-point z0 if
diam(α[z, z1]) ≤ LδΩ(z)
for each z ∈ α. Often we refer to the other endpoint, z1, as the tip of α. Geomet-
rically, a John arc is the core of a twisted cone in Ω, namely the union of all balls
B(z,diam(α[z, z1])/L) for z ∈ α.
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Definition 2.1. A domain Ω ⊂ Cˆ is called an L-John domain if there is z0 ∈ Ω
such that every z ∈ Ω can be joined to z0 by an L-John arc with base-point z0 and
tip z.
If Ω is a John domain with respect to some base-point, then it is also a John
domain with respect to any other base-point, although the constant may change.
The John condition functions, in some ways, as a one-sided quasi-disk condition.
For example, if ∂Ω is a Jordan curve and both complementary components are John
domains, then ∂Ω is a quasi-circle (and the complementary components are, in fact,
quasi-disks) [21, Theorem 9.3]. More generally, a simply connected domain Ω ⊂ Cˆ
is a John domain if and only if Cˆ\Ω is linearly connected [21, Theorem 4.5]. The
main idea behind these properties is that John domains may have inward-pointing
spikes and bubbles but not outward-pointing ones.
A more general class of domains are the Ho¨lder domains, which verify a loga-
rithmic growth condition on the quasi-hyperbolic metric. Namely, for z, z′ ∈ Ω, the
quasi-hyperbolic distance is
ρ(z, z′) = inf
γ
∫
γ
ds
δΩ(w)
,
where the infimum is taken over rectifiable paths in Ω that join z and z′. Once
again, we remark that distances are computed in the spherical metric. This defines
a complete metric on Ω as long as Ω 6= Cˆ. In fact, ρ is bi-Lipschitz equivalent to
the hyperbolic metric on Ω whenever Ω is simply connected.
We say that Ω is a Ho¨lder domain if there is a base-point z0 ∈ Ω and constants
C1, C2 such that
ρ(z0, z) ≤ C1 log
(
1
δΩ(z)
)
+ C2
for each z ∈ Ω. This condition is also independent of the base-point, although the
constants may differ. It is not difficult to show that every John domain is a Ho¨lder
domain, but the converse is not true. When Ω is simply connected (and not equal
to Cˆ or C), the Ho¨lder condition is equivalent to Ho¨lder continuity of the conformal
map f : D→ Ω [2].
Every quasi-disk is a John domain and, therefore, is also a Ho¨lder domain. An
important difficulty that we will face in this paper is that boundaries of John
domains, unlike boundaries of quasi-disks, need not be linearly connected (again,
the John condition allows for inward-pointing cusps).
2.1. Conformal dimension. Let (X, d) and (Y, d′) be metric spaces. A homeo-
morphism f : X → Y is quasisymmetric if there is a control function η : [0,∞) →
[0,∞), i.e., an increasing homeomorphism, such that
d′(f(x), f(y))
d′(f(x), f(z))
≤ η
(
d(x, y)
d(x, z)
)
for all distinct points x, y, z ∈ X. We should remark that the inverse of a quasisym-
metric map is quasisymmetric with control function 1/η−1(1/t). In the case that
X = Y = Cˆ, the class of quasisymmetric maps is precisely the class of quasiconfor-
mal maps, in any of the standard definitions of quasiconformal. For our purposes,
one can simply take this to be the definition of a quasiconformal homeomorphism
of Cˆ.
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Given a complete and doubling metric space (X, d), we use J (X) to denote the
conformal gauge of X: the set of all (isomorphism classes of) metric spaces Y that
are quasisymmetrically equivalent to X. Obviously, X ∈ J (X), so the conformal
gauge is always non-empty. If, in addition, X is uniformly perfect, then we use
JAR(X) to denote the the subset of J (X) consisting of metric spaces that are
Ahlfors regular. In this case, JAR(X) is non-empty; see for example [13, Theorem
14.16], where it is shown that there is Y ∈ JAR(X) which is a closed subset of some
Rn. For the most part, we will restrict ourselves to complete, doubling, uniformly
perfect metric spaces.
The conformal dimension of X is defined to be
Cdim(X) = inf{dimH(Y ) : Y ∈ J (X)},
and the Ahlfors-regular conformal dimension is
CdimAR(X) = inf{dimH(Y ) : Y ∈ JAR(X)}.
Note that both quantities are finite (when X is doubling, complete, and uniformly
perfect), and they are, by definition, quasisymmetric invariants of X. It is also
obvious that Cdim(X) ≤ CdimAR(X). We should note that if X ⊂ Rn is closed
and uniformly perfect, then CdimAR(X) ≤ n [13, Corollary 14.17]. Estimating
these quantities (even for self-similar spaces) is typically difficult, though there
are large classes of sets where it can be done. Particularly relevant for us is the
recent work of M. Carrasco, S. Keith, and B. Kleiner, which characterizes the
Ahlfors-regular conformal dimension as a certain critical exponent arising from
combinatorial modulus estimates on annuli. To describe this, we must introduce
more definitions.
2.2. Critical exponents and the UWS property. Let G = (V,E) be a finite
graph with vertex set V and edge set E. A vertex path in G is a (finite) sequence
of vertices for which any two consecutive vertices are joined by an edge. Let Γ be a
collection of vertex paths in G. A weight function ρ : V → [0,∞] is admissible for
Γ if ∑
v∈γ
ρ(v) ≥ 1
for each γ ∈ Γ. The combinatorial p-modulus of Γ is then defined to be
modp(Γ, G) = inf
ρ
∑
v∈V
ρ(v)p,
where the infimum is taken over all weight functions ρ that are admissible for Γ.
This is a combinatorial version of the standard notion of p-modulus for path families
in metric spaces [13, Chapter 7].
Suppose that X is a compact, doubling, and uniformly perfect metric space.
Let us form discrete approximations to X as follows. Fix a > 1 and λ ≥ 32. For
each k ∈ N, let Pk be a maximal a−k-separated set in X, so that Pk is finite by
compactness and
X =
⋃
x∈Pk
B(x, a−k)
by maximality. Now define Gk to be the graph with vertex set Pk, where we connect
two vertices x, y ∈ Pk by an edge if
B(x, λa−k) ∩B(y, λa−k) 6= ∅.
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For each fixed m ∈ N and x ∈ Pm, we use Γk(x) to denote the family of vertex
paths in Gm+k that join Pm+k ∩ B(x, a−m) to Pm+k ∩ (X\B(x, 2a−m)). Observe
that each vertex path in Γk(x) forms a discrete 2λa
−m−k-path in the metric space
X that “crosses” the annulus B(x, 2a−m)\B(x, a−m). We then define
Mp(k) = sup
m∈N
sup
x∈Pm
modp(Γk(x), Gm+k)
and Mp = lim infk→∞Mp(k). It is not difficult to see that, for each k, the quantity
Mp(k) is non-increasing in p, and therefore Mp is non-increasing as well. Indeed,
any optimal weight function ρ for modp(Γk(x), Gm+k), which always exists because
Gk is finite, necessarily takes values in [0, 1]. Consequently, we can define the critical
exponent to be QN = inf{p : Mp = 0}.
Theorem 2.2 (Kleiner–Keith [16]; Carrasco [10, Theorem 1.2]). If X is compact,
doubling, and uniformly perfect, then QN = CdimAR(X). In particular, the critical
exponent does not depend on our choices of a, λ, or the sets Pk.
This result was obtained by Kleiner–Keith in unpublished form (see [6, Corollary
3.7] and the subsequent remarks). A detailed proof by Carrasco can be found in
[10]; our notation closely follows his.
The critical exponent QN is essentially a combinatorial quantity: it is calculated
by solving a modulus problem on graph approximations to the underlying metric
space X. However, the vertex paths in these graph approximations might look very
different from paths in X. For example, the vertex paths in Gk might “jump” be-
tween connected components of B(x, 2r)\B(x, r), thereby giving vertex paths that
do not correspond to actual paths in X. One can, however, define a modified criti-
cal exponent QX that takes into account only those vertex paths coming from true
paths in X, as in [10, Section 3.5]. In general QX ≤ QN , but equality holds when
X is linearly connected [10, Theorem 3.12]. Thus, in the linearly connected setting,
one can calculate the Ahlfors-regular conformal dimension using path families in
X.
In light of this, Carrasco introduced the notion of “uniformly well-spread cut
points” in order to study linearly connected metric spaces with Ahlfors-regular
conformal dimension equal to 1 [8]. A metric space X has the UWS property if there
is a constant C ≥ 1 such that for any x ∈ X and 0 < r < C−1 diam(X), there is a
finite set K ⊂ B(x, 2r), with #K ≤ C, for which no connected component of X\K
can intersect both B(x, r) and X\B(x, 2r). More colloquially, this means that we
can disconnect the “complementary regions” of any given annulus B(x, 2r)\B(x, r)
by removing a uniformly bounded number of points.
Theorem 2.3 (Carrasco [8, Theorem 1.2]). If X is compact, connected, doubling,
contains at least two points, and has the UWS property, then QX = 1. In particular,
if X is linearly connected, then CdimAR(X) = Cdim(X) = 1.
We should remark that a similar unpublished result was obtained earlier by Keith
and Kleiner (cf. the discussion following Theorem 1.2 in [8]).
As our interest lies mainly with boundaries of John domains, which are typically
not linearly connected, the modified critical exponent QX will not be helpful. There
is an exception, though, which we discuss before moving to the more general setting.
2.3. An example with quasi-trees. Let us say that a compact metric space T
is a tree if it has at least two points and any two points are joined by a unique arc
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(i.e., a unique simple path). If, in addition, T is linearly connected, then we say
that it is a quasi-tree. This terminology is not standard, but we think it is clearest
for our purposes. For example, a quasi-arc is the simplest type of quasi-tree: it has
no branching.
If T ⊂ Cˆ is a planar quasi-tree and Ω = Cˆ\T , then Ω is a simply connected
domain with ∂Ω = T (indeed, T has no interior). As Cˆ\Ω = T is linearly connected,
we know that Ω is a John domain. Theorem 1.1 implies that CdimAR(T ) = 1, but
there is a more direct way to see this using Carrasco’s UWS property. In fact, we
have the following proposition for general quasi-trees.
Proposition 2.4. If T is a doubling quasi-tree, then T has the UWS property. In
particular, CdimAR(T ) = Cdim(T ) = 1.
Proof. Fix x ∈ T , and let 0 < r < diam(T )/4. We first remark that every con-
nected subset of T is arcwise connected; indeed, every connected subset of T is
itself a doubling quasi-tree. Thus, to verify the UWS property, it suffices to find
K ⊂ B(x, 2r), with #K uniformly bounded, for which every arc from B(x, r) to
T\B(x, 2r) passes through a point in K.
To this end, we fix γ1, . . . , γm a maximal collection of disjoint arcs in the annulus
B(x, 2r)\B(x, r) with initial point on ∂B(x, r) and terminal point on ∂B(x, 2r).
Our first claim is that m is uniformly bounded, with bound depending only on the
doubling constant, C, of T and the constant of linear connectivity, L. For each
1 ≤ i ≤ m, let xi ∈ γi ∩ ∂B(x, r) and yi ∈ γi ∩ ∂B(x, 2r) be the initial point and
endpoint of γi. Note that, if i 6= j, then it is not possible for d(xi, xj) ≤ r/3L and
d(yi, yj) ≤ r/3L simultaneously. Otherwise, we could find a path from xi to xj
and a path from yi to yj , both of diameter at most r/3, and therefore disjoint from
each other. The union of these paths with γi and γj would contain more than one
distinct arc joining xi and yi, contrary to the fact that T is a tree.
Consider the points x1, . . . , xm and for each i, let
Ni = {j : d(xi, xj) ≤ r/6L}.
We observe that there is some i for which #Ni ≥ cm, where c > 0 will shortly be
determined and will depend only on C and L. Indeed, if #Ni < cm for each i, then
we could find a sub-collection xi1 , . . . , xi` that is r/6L-separated, with ` ≥ 1/2c.
As all of the points xi1 , . . . , xi` lie in the ball B(x, r), by taking c small enough,
depending only on C and L, we would contradict the doubling property. Thus, we
may fix i for which #Ni ≥ cm. For each j, j′ ∈ Ni, we have d(xj , xj′) ≤ r/3L,
so that {yj : j ∈ Ni} is an r/3L-separated set in B(x, 2r). The doubling property
then implies that #Ni is uniformly bounded, depending only on C and L. As
#Ni ≥ cm, this means that m is uniformly bounded as well.
Let us now form the cut set K using specified points on the arcs γ1, . . . , γm.
For each 1 ≤ i ≤ m, define the following sets. First, let Ei be a maximal r/10L-
separated set on γi, so that #Ei is uniformly bounded, depending only on C. Then,
let Fi be the set of points z ∈ γi for which there is an arc α, with initial point z
and terminal point on ∂B(x, r), with diam(α) ≥ r/3 and α ∩ γi = {z}. Similarly,
let Gi be the set of points z ∈ γi for which there is an arc α, with initial point z
and terminal point on ∂B(x, 2r), with diam(α) ≥ r/3 and α ∩ γi = {z}. We claim
that both #Fi and #Gi are uniformly bounded, depending only on C and L.
Let us show that #Fi is uniformly bounded; the argument for #Gi is analogous.
Let z1, . . . , zk be distinct points in Fi, so we wish to give a uniform bound on k. Let
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α1, . . . , αk be the corresponding arcs, and for each j, let wj be the terminal point
of αj , which lies on ∂B(x, r). For 1 ≤ j, j′ ≤ k two distinct indices, let γi[zj , zj′ ]
denote the sub-arc of γi that connects zj and zj′ . Then the concatenation of αj ,
γi[zj , zj′ ], and αj′ is an arc that connects wj to wj′ . As T is a tree, there is no path
connecting wj and wj′ of smaller diameter, so the linear connectivity of T gives
r/3 ≤ diam(αj ∪ γi[zj , zj′ ] ∪ αj′) ≤ Ld(wj , wj′).
Thus, the points w1, . . . , wk form an r/3L-separated set in the ball B(x, 2r). By
doubling, we can conclude that k is bounded uniformly, with bound depending only
on C and L.
Finally, define the cut set to be K =
⋃m
i=1Ei ∪ Fi ∪Gi, so that #K is bounded
uniformly in terms of C and L. It remains to show that every arc from B(x, r) to
T\B(x, 2r) must pass through a point in K.
Let γ be such an arc, so there is an index i for which γ ∩ γi 6= ∅; otherwise,
the collection γ1, . . . , γm would not be maximal. The fact that T is a tree ensures
that γ ∩ γi is a connected sub-arc of γi, which we will call β. Let s and t be the
endpoints of β, so there is a sub-arc, β0, of γ from ∂B(x, r) to s and a sub-arc, β1,
of γ from t to ∂B(x, 2r) such that β0 ∩ β = {s}, β1 ∩ β = {t}, and β0 ∩ β1 = ∅.
Note that at least one of β0, β, and β1 must have diameter at least r/3. If
diam(β0) ≥ r/3, then s ∈ Fi; similarly, if diam(β1) ≥ r/3, then t ∈ Gi. In either
case, γ passes through a point in K. Thus, we may assume that diam(β) ≥ r/3.
Let u ∈ β be a point for which d(s, u) ≥ r/10 and d(u, t) ≥ r/10. As β is a sub-arc
of γi, we observe that for each z ∈ γi\β, the sub-arc of γi from u to z has diameter
at least r/10, and therefore d(u, z) ≥ r/10L. As Ei was chosen to be a maximal
r/10L-separated set in γi, we can conclude that β contains at least one point from
Ei. In particular, γ passes through a point in K.
This verifies the UWS property for T . The fact that CdimAR(T ) = Cdim(T ) = 1
then follows from Theorem 2.3. 
An immediate question that arises is whether or not the conformal dimension
is attained by a metric space in J (T ) or in JAR(T ). The answer is not always
affirmative. In [3], C. Bishop and J. Tyson constructed a family of “antenna” sets,
each of which is a planar quasi-tree, but the Hausdorff dimension of any quasisym-
metric image is strictly larger than 1. Perhaps more appropriate are questions
about whether the conformal dimension of an abstract quasi-tree T can be calcu-
lated using planar sets. By the above theorem, JAR(T ) contains metric spaces with
Hausdorff dimension arbitrarily close to 1, so it would suffice to prove a bi-Lipschitz
embedding theorem for Ahlfors-regular quasi-trees that have small dimension. A
similar statement is proven in [14] for metric quasi-circles: the authors construct
a bi-Lipschitz classification of all quasi-circles, and the representatives are planar
when the Assouad dimension is less than 2.
Question 1. Does every quasi-tree with Assouad dimension less than 2 admit a
bi-Lipschitz embedding into C? If so, are there natural planar representatives for
the bi-Lipschitz classes?
3. The discrete UWS property
The class of John domains Ω for which ∂Ω is linearly connected is somewhat
limited, so we must move away from linearly connected considerations, and this in-
cludes the modified exponent QX . Consequently, we return to the original critical
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exponent QN in order to study the conformal dimension. However, the UWS prop-
erty is not well-suited to estimate QN . Fortunately, a straightforward discretization
of it is.
Definition 3.1. A doubling metric space (X, d) has the discrete UWS property if
there is a constant C ≥ 1 such that for any x ∈ X and 0 < r < C−1 diam(X), for
every 0 <  < 1, there is a finite set K ⊂ B(x, 2r), with #K ≤ C, such that every
discrete r-path from B(x, r) to X\B(x, 2r) intersects the r-neighborhood of K.
Let us observe that the discrete UWS property, along with the associated con-
stant C, are invariant under scaling the metric space X. We will use this fact
later.
In working with the discrete UWS property, the following lemma is often helpful.
It gives some flexibility in the constants that are used.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that X is doubling and there are constants C,L ≥ 2 for
which the following holds. For any x ∈ X and 0 < r < C−1 diam(X), for every
0 <  < C−1, there is a finite set K ⊂ B(x, Lr), with #K ≤ C, such that every
discrete r-path from B(x, r) to X\B(x, Lr) intersects the Cr-neighborhood of K.
Then X has the discrete UWS property, with constant depending only on C, L, and
the doubling constant of X.
Proof. Fix x ∈ X, 0 < r < C−1 diam(X), and 0 <  < 1. If  ≥ 1/2LC and P
is a maximal r-separated set in B(x, 2r), then #P ≤ C1, where C1 depends only
on C, L, and the doubling constant of X. We may then take K = P to verify the
discrete UWS property.
Thus, we may assume that 0 <  < 1/2LC. Let P be a maximal r/LC-separated
set in B(x, r), so that #P ≤ C2, with C2 depending only on C, L and the doubling
constant of X. By our assumption, for each z ∈ P , there is a set Kz ⊂ B(z, r/2)
with #Kz ≤ C such that every discrete r-path from B(z, r/2L) to X\B(z, r/2)
intersects the Cr-neighborhood of Kz. Notice that we are using the assumption
with parameters r/2L and 2L < 1/C. Now, for each y ∈ Kz, let Pz,y be a maximal
r-separated set in B(y, Cr) ⊂ B(x, 2r), so that #Pz,y ≤ C3 with C3 depending
only on C and the doubling constant of X. Finally, let
K =
⋃
z∈P
⋃
y∈Kz
Pz,y
so that #K ≤ CC2C3.
If x0, . . . , x` is a discrete r-path from B(x, r) to X\B(x, 2r), then there is z ∈ P
for which d(x0, z) < r/LC. Thus, x0, . . . , x` is a discrete r-path from B(z, r/2L)
to X\B(z, r/2). In particular, there is y ∈ Kz such that d(xi, y) < Cr for some
1 ≤ i ≤ `. Finally, this implies that xi lies in the r-neighborhood of Pz,y and thus
in the r-neighborhood of K. 
Shortly we will see that the discrete UWS property is closely connected to the
Ahlfors-regular conformal dimension, so it makes sense to ask whether it is invariant
under quasisymmetric maps. We should remark that by Lemma 3.2, it is easy to
see that the property is invariant under bi-Lipschitz maps between doubling metric
spaces. Unfortunately, quasisymmetric invariance is not clear in general, but it is
true when the spaces are doubling and linearly connected.
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Lemma 3.3. Suppose that X is doubling, linearly connected, and has the discrete
UWS property. Then every metric space in J (X) has the discrete UWS property
as well. In particular, every quasi-circle has the discrete UWS property.
Proof. Fix (Y, d′) ∈ J (X) and let f : Y → X be an η-quasisymmetric homeo-
morphism. It is well-known (and easy to show) that Y is doubling and linearly
connected as well. Moreover, there is L > 1, depending only on the distortion
function η, such that the following holds. For each y ∈ Y and r > 0, there is a
radius R > 0 for which
B(f(y), R/L) ⊂ f(B(y, r/2)) ⊂ f(B(y, r))
⊂ B(f(y), R) ⊂ B(f(y), 2R) ⊂ f(B(y, Lr)).
One can easily verify this by using the fact that f−1 is also quasisymmetric, with
distortion function depending only on η.
Fix y ∈ Y , 0 < r < diam(Y )/2, and 0 <  < 1/10 small enough that δ :=
1/Lη(4L/) < 1. Let x = f(y) and let R > 0 be the radius given by the previous
paragraph. As X has the discrete UWS property, there is a finite set K ′ ⊂ B(x, 2R)
with #K ′ ≤ C such that every discrete δR-path in X from B(x,R) to X\B(x, 2R)
meets the δR-neighborhood of K ′. Define K = f−1(K ′) ⊂ B(y, Lr) so that #K ≤
C as well.
Now, let y0, . . . , y` be a discrete r-path in Y from B(y, r) to X\B(y, Lr).
Passing to a sub-path, we may assume that y0, . . . , y` is a discrete 2r-path with
d′(yi, yi−1) ≥ r/2 and, moreover, that yi ∈ B(y, 2Lr)\B(y, r/2) for each i. Let
xi = f(yi) so that x0, . . . , x` is a discrete path in X from B(x,R) to X\B(x, 2R)
that lies outside of B(x,R/L). Observe then that
d(xi, x)
d(xi, xi−1)
≤ η
(
d′(yi, y)
d′(yi, yi−1)
)
≤ η
(
2Lr
r/2
)
= η(4L/),
and therefore
d(xi, xi−1) ≥ d(xi, x)
η(4L/)
≥ R
Lη(4L/)
= δR.
for each 1 ≤ i ≤ `.
Let λ ≥ 1 be the constant of linear connectivity for X. Then for each i, there is
a compact, connected set Ei with xi, xi−1 ∈ Ei and diam(Ei) ≤ λd(xi, xi−1). The
set E = ∪`i=1Ei is also compact and connected, and it joins B(x,R) to X\B(x, 2R).
Thus, there is a discrete δR-path consisting of points in E that joins B(x,R)
to X\B(x, 2R). By the definition of K ′, this discrete path must meet the δR-
neighborhood of K ′. In particular, there is 1 ≤ i ≤ ` for which Ei meets the
δR-neighborhood of K ′. Using that diam(Ei) ≤ λd(xi, xi−1) and d(xi, xi−1) ≥ δR,
we can conclude that K ′ intersects the ball B(xi, 2λd(xi, xi−1)). Let z′ be a point
of this intersection, and let z = f−1(z′) ∈ K. We then have
1
2λ
<
d(xi, xi−1)
d(xi, z′)
≤ η
(
d′(yi, yi−1)
d′(yi, z)
)
≤ η
(
2r
d′(yi, z)
)
,
so that d′(yi, z) < 2r/η−1(1/2λ). Thus, the discrete path y0, . . . , y` intersects the
2r/η−1(1/2λ)-neighborhood of K. Using Lemma 3.2, we conclude that Y has the
discrete UWS property. 
The following lemma shows that for doubling, linearly connected metric spaces,
the discrete UWS property is more general than the UWS property.
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Lemma 3.4. If X is doubling, linearly connected, and has the UWS property, then
X has the discrete UWS property.
Proof. Suppose that X has the UWS property with constant C. Fix x ∈ X and
0 < r < C−1 diam(X). Let K ⊂ B(x, 2r) be a finite set for which #K ≤ C and
no connected component of X\K intersects both B(x, r) and X\B(x, 2r). Now
let 0 <  < 1/2 and let x0, . . . , x` be a discrete r-path in X that joins B(x, r)
to X\B(x, 2r). Without loss of generality, we may assume that each xi lies in
B(x, 3r)\B(x, r/2).
Let λ be the constant of linear connectivity, so for each 1 ≤ i ≤ `, there is a
compact, connected set Ei with xi, xi−1 ∈ Ei and diam(Ei) ≤ λr. Let E = ∪`i=1Ei
so that E is compact, connected, and intersects both B(x, r) and X\B(x, 2r). In
particular, E must intersect K, so there is 1 ≤ i ≤ ` with Ei ∩ K 6= ∅. As
Ei ⊂ B(xi, 2λr), we see that xi lies in the 2λr-neighborhood of K. Appealing to
Lemma 3.2, we conclude that X has the discrete UWS property. 
We now prove Theorem 1.4, one of the two results needed to obtain the main
theorem. In light of the previous lemma, we can think of it as an extension of
[8, Theorem 1.2]. The proofs are almost identical, though.
Theorem 1.4. If X is compact, doubling, uniformly perfect, and has the discrete
UWS property, then CdimAR(X) ∈ {0, 1}. It is equal to 0 if and only if X is
uniformly disconnected.
Proof. We may assume that X has at least two points. First we establish that
CdimAR(X) ≤ 1. Let C be the constant from the discrete UWS property. Let Gk
denote the graphs constructed from X using parameters a > max{10, C/ diam(X)}
and λ ≥ 32, so that the vertex sets Pk are maximal a−k-separated sets in X, and
two vertices x, y ∈ Pk are joined by an edge if
B(x, λa−k) ∩B(y, λa−k) 6= ∅.
Fix m ∈ N and let x ∈ Pm. Finally, fix p > 1. Our goal is to estimate the quantity
modp(Γk(x), Gm+k) for large values of k.
For simplicity, let r = a−m < C−1 diam(X) and let  = 2λa−k < 1/10, where
k is very large. Let K ⊂ B(x, 2r) be a finite set coming from the discrete UWS
property, so that #K ≤ C and every discrete r-path from B(x, r) to X\B(x, 2r)
intersects the r-neighborhood of K. Then, let
K˜ = {z ∈ Pm+k : B(z, r) ∩K 6= ∅}.
Notice that #K˜ ≤ #K ·C ′ ≤ CC ′, where C ′ depends only on the doubling constant
of X, on λ, and on a. Moreover, every vertex path in Gm+k from Pm+k ∩ B(x, r)
to Pm+k ∩ (X\B(x, 2r)) must include some vertex in K˜. Indeed, the vertex path
in Gm+k forms a discrete r-path in X from B(x, r) to X\B(x, 2r) and therefore
must intersect the r-neighborhood of K.
For each z ∈ K˜, let Γz be the collection of vertex paths in Gm+k that include z
and include a vertex that lies inX\B(z, r/2). It is then clear that Γk(x) ⊂
⋃
z∈K˜ Γz,
so by sub-additivity of modulus,
modp(Γk(x), Gm+k) ≤
∑
z∈K˜
modp(Γz, Gm+k).
Thus, we need to bound modp(Γz, Gm+k) for each z ∈ K˜.
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To this end, fix z ∈ K˜, and for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k/2, consider the balls B(z, a−ir) and
B(z, 2a−ir). By the discrete UWS property, there is a finite set Kz,i ⊂ B(z, 2a−ir)
with #Kz,i ≤ C such that every discrete r-path from B(z, a−ir) to X\B(z, 2a−ir)
intersects the r-neighborhood of Kz,i. Here, we are using that r = 2λa
−kr is
much smaller than the radius a−ir because i ≤ k/2. Also, note that we may
assume Kz,i ∩B(z, 5a−i−1r) = ∅, as a > 10. Now, let
K˜z,i = {v ∈ Pm+k : B(v, r) ∩Kz,i 6= ∅},
be the corresponding set of vertices in Pm+k, and note that #K˜z,i ≤ #Kz,i · C ′ ≤
CC ′. These sets are disjoint for 1 ≤ i ≤ k/2, again because a > 10 and r is much
smaller than a−ir. Moreover, each vertex path in Γz intersects both B(z, a−ir)
and X\B(z, 2a−ir), so a sub-path of it forms a discrete r-path from B(z, a−ir) to
X\B(z, 2a−ir). In particular, it must include a vertex in K˜z,i for each i.
Define a weight function ρ : Pm+k → R by
ρ(v) =
{
3/k if v ∈ ⋃k/2i=1 K˜z,i
0 otherwise.
Every vertex path γ ∈ Γz contains a vertex in K˜z,i for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k/2, so we
have
∑
v∈γ ρ(v) ≥ 1. Thus, ρ is admissible for Γz, and we can estimate
modp(Γz, Gm+k) ≤
∑
v∈Pm+k
ρ(v)p = #
k/2⋃
i=1
K˜z,i
 3pk−p ≤ 3pCC ′ · k1−p.
This gives the bound
modp(Γk(x), Gm+k) ≤ #K˜ · 3pCC ′ · k1−p ≤ 3p(CC ′)2 · k1−p.
As m ∈ N and x ∈ Pm were arbitrary, we obtain Mp(k) ≤ 3p(CC ′)2 · k1−p, which
tends to zero as k → ∞. Moreover, p > 1 was arbitrary, so we can conclude that
CdimAR(X) = QN ≤ 1.
We now observe thatQN cannot assume values in (0, 1). Indeed, ifX is uniformly
disconnected then for each x ∈ Pm, the collection Γk(x) is empty for sufficiently
large k and so lim infk→∞modp(Γk(x), Gm+k) = 0. Thus, Mp = 0 for each p, and
we have QN = 0. On the other hand, if X is not uniformly disconnected, then for
each k ∈ N, there is some m ∈ N and x ∈ Pm for which Γk(x) is non-empty. When
0 < p < 1, this ensures that modp(Γk(x), Gm+k) ≥ 1, so we see that Mp(k) ≥ 1. In
particular, Mp ≥ 1 for all 0 < p < 1, so we must have QN ≥ 1. 
In order to prove Theorem 1.1, it remains to verify Theorem 1.3, which says that
boundaries of John domains have the discrete UWS property. Thus, we now turn
our attention back to the planar setting.
4. Conformal dimension of boundaries of John domains
As we are working with essentially discrete concepts, it is not surprising that
we will need some input from combinatorics. Our proof of Theorem 1.3, which is
really the heart of this paper, will hinge on the following fact. It provides a dual
relationship between separation and connection in finite graphs. Here, we say that
a set of vertices S in a graph separates two other sets of vertices, A and A′, if every
vertex path from A to A′ intersects S nontrivially.
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Menger’s Theorem ([11, Theorem 3.3.1]). Let G = (V,E) be a finite graph, and
let A,A′ ⊂ V be non-empty and disjoint. Then the minimal size of a vertex set
that separates A and A′ in G is equal to the maximal number of pairwise disjoint
vertex paths that connect A and A′.
Let us recall Theorem 1.3 before giving its proof, which relies heavily on Menger’s
theorem. We also remind the reader that all distances are taken in the spherical
metric, though we will use the notation |x− y|.
Theorem 1.3. If Ω ⊂ Cˆ is an L-John domain, then ∂Ω has the discrete UWS
property, with constant depending only on L.
Proof. Let z0 be the base-point of Ω so that Ω is an L-John domain with respect
to z0. As the L-John condition and the discrete UWS condition (along with its
constant) are both invariant under scaling, we may assume that δΩ(z0) = 1.
Fix x ∈ ∂Ω, 0 < r < 1/10, and 0 <  < 1/100L. We must produce a finite set
K which verifies the discrete UWS property for these parameters. To this end, let
P be a maximal 2r-separated set in B(x, 3r) ∩ ∂Ω, and let G be the graph with
vertex set P , where u, v ∈ P are joined by an edge if
B(u, 5r) ∩B(v, 5r) 6= ∅.
Throughout this proof, balls will refer to spherical balls in Cˆ, not just to their
intersections with ∂Ω. Thus, the rule used to join u, v ∈ P by an edge in G
requires only that the balls B(u, 5r) and B(v, 5r) intersect in Cˆ. Observe also
that {B(v, r) : v ∈ P} is a disjoint collection of balls.
Define the sets
A = {v ∈ P : B(v, 2r) ∩B(x, r) 6= ∅}
A′ = {v ∈ P : B(v, 2r) ∩ (Cˆ\B(x, 2r)) 6= ∅},
so that A and A′ are disjoint vertex sets in G. Our eventual goal is to show that
there is a uniformly bounded number of disjoint vertex paths in G that connect A
to A′, where the bound depends only on L.
First, let us see why this gives the desired conclusion. By Menger’s theorem,
applied to the graph G with vertex sets A and A′, we can find a set K ⊂ P , with
#K uniformly bounded depending only on L, that separates A from A′ in G. Now,
suppose that x0, . . . , x` ∈ ∂Ω is a discrete r-path from B(x, r) to Cˆ\B(x, 2r), so
that x0 ∈ B(x, r) and x` ∈ Cˆ\B(x, 2r). Without loss of generality, we may assume
that xi ∈ B(x, 3r) as well. For each xi there is vi ∈ P with |xi − vi| < 2r. This
means that |vi − vi−1| < 5r, so v0, . . . , v` is a vertex path in G with v0 ∈ A and
v` ∈ A′. In particular, there is some vi ∈ K, which gives dist(xi,K) < 2r. As
∂Ω is doubling, we may appeal to Lemma 3.2 to conclude that ∂Ω has the discrete
UWS property.
It therefore suffices to bound the number of disjoint vertex paths in G that
connect A to A′. To this end, let us fix η1, . . . , ηm to be such vertex paths, which
we express as
ηi = xi(0), xi(1), . . . , xi(`i),
where xi(j) ∈ P for each i and j. Without loss of generality, we may assume that
ηi is minimal, in the sense that no proper subset of its vertices forms a path in G
that connects A to A′. In particular, this means that the collection of vertices xi(j)
are all distinct, so the balls B(xi(j), r) are all disjoint. Now, for each xi(j), we
choose a point yi(j) ∈ B(xi(j), r/2) so that the following two conditions hold:
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(i) the spherical segment [yi(j−1), yi(j)] lies in B(xi(j−1), 5r)∪B(xi(j), 5r)
for each 1 ≤ j ≤ `i, and
(ii) the collection {yi(j)}i,j is in general position: no three points lie on a
common line, and no three lines determined by this collection intersect at
a common point.
Note that the balls B(yi(j), r/2) are all disjoint as well.
Now, fix 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and let αi be the piecewise-linear path consisting of the
segments [yi(j − 1), yi(j)] for 1 ≤ j ≤ `i, parameterized according to this order.
A priori, these paths might not be simple, and they very well might intersect each
other. However, the fact that {yi(j)}i,j are in general position implies that there
are only finitely-many intersections, they are all transverse, and none of the yi(j)
are intersection points. In fact, every intersection is simply the intersection of two
open spherical segments (yi(j − 1), yi(j)) and (yi′(j′ − 1), yi′(j′)).
Let us modify the paths αi to obtain disjoint arcs as follows. At each intersection
point q consider a very small ball B(q, δ), where δ > 0 is chosen so that
(i) δ is much less than the distance between q and any of the points yi(j),
(ii) δ is much less than the distance between q and any other intersection point,
and
(iii) B(q, δ) still lies in one of the balls B(xi(j), 5r), eg. the one that q lies in.
Let αs and αt be the paths that intersect at q (here s = t is allowed), so their inter-
section with B(q, δ) forms a star at q with four endpoints on ∂B(q, δ). According to
the parameterizations of αs and αt, two of the four prongs of this star are directed
inward toward q and the other two are directed outward from q. We may therefore
reconnect the four segments inside B(q, δ/2) to produce two arcs that are disjoint
in B(q, δ) and which enter and exit the ball in the same directions and at the same
points as did the original four prongs (see Figure 1).
Figure 1. Reconnecting the four prongs to obtain disjoint arcs in B(q, δ)
We perform this process at all intersection points of the paths α1, . . . , αm,
thereby producing a collection of disjoint arcs β′1, . . . , β
′
m (and possibly some disjoint
loops, which we discard). This process does not alter αi near its initial point or its
endpoint, so the family β′1, . . . , β
′
m has the same collection of initial points and end-
points as did α1, . . . , αm. In particular, each β
′
i is an arc that connects B(x, 7r/6)
to Cˆ\B(x, 11r/6), and β′i is contained in the 5r-neighborhood of P ⊂ ∂Ω. Now
let βi be a minimal sub-arc of β
′
i that has its initial point on ∂B(x, 7r/6) and its
endpoint on ∂B(x, 11r/6).
Recall that our goal is to show that m is uniformly bounded. This is where
we will use the John condition for Ω. First, it will be helpful to re-order the arcs
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β1, . . . , βm to coincide with, say, the counter-clockwise orientation on their initial
points, which all lie on the circle ∂B(x, 7r/6). This means that for each i, the arc
βi is contained in a single connected component of the twice-slit annulus(
B(x, 11r/6)\B(x, 7r/6)) \(βi−1 ∪ βi+1)
and this component contains no other βj . Here, i−1 and i+1 should be interpreted
modulo m.
We now find, for each i, a John arc that ends near βi. More precisely, for each
arc βi, let ui be a point on βi ∩ ∂B(x, 3r/2). As βi is a sub-arc of β′i, there must
be a point vi ∈ P ⊂ ∂Ω with |ui− vi| < 5r. There are points in Ω arbitrarily close
to vi, so we can find zi ∈ Ω with |ui − zi| < 5r. By the John assumption, there is
an L-John arc in Ω from z0 to zi. Notice that 2r < 1 = δΩ(z0), so we know that z0
lies outside of B(x, 2r). Thus, there is a sub-arc of this John arc that lies entirely
in the annulus B(x, 11r/6)\B(x, 7r/6) and still has tip zi. Call this sub-arc γi. It
is possible that γi may enter the annulus from either complementary component.
It must, however, pass through at least one of ∂B(x, 4r/3) and ∂B(x, 5r/3).
Let wi be a point at which γi intersects ∂B(x, 4r/3) or ∂B(x, 5r/3), and let
Di = B(wi, r/12L). Note that
diam(γi[wi, zi]) ≥ |wi − zi| ≥ |ui − wi| − |ui − zi| ≥ r/6− 5r > r/12
so that Di ⊂ Ω. A similar argument shows that Di does not intersect any of the
arcs β1, . . . , βm, which are all in the 5r-neighborhood of ∂Ω. Now, If the disks Di
were disjoint, then we would be finished by volume considerations, as they all lie
in the ball B(x, 2r). This may fail, though, because the John arcs γi might cross
some of the arcs β1, . . . , βm. We claim, however, that a definite proportion of the
disks Di are disjoint.
For each i, consider the set of indices Ji = {j : dist(γi, βj) ≤ 5r}, which
is non-empty because i ∈ Ji. Fix j ∈ Ji, so there is u ∈ βj and z ∈ γi with
|u− z| ≤ 5r. This means that δΩ(z) ≤ 10r, and the John condition then implies
that |z − zi| ≤ 10Lr. Moreover, as u ∈ βj ⊂ β′j , there is a point yj ∈ β′j , that is
in the set {yi′(j′)}i′,j′ of endpoints considered earlier, such that |u − yj | < 10r.
Notice that
|yj − zi| ≤ |yj − u|+ |u− z|+ |z − zi| < 10r + 5r + 10Lr ≤ 25Lr.
In this way, we obtain, for each j ∈ Ji, a point yj ∈ B(zi, 25Lr) ∩ β′j , and these
points are distinct because the arcs β′j are disjoint. Recall, though, that all of the
balls B(yi′(j
′), r/2) were disjoint by the way we chose the points yi′(j′). In par-
ticular, the collection {B(yj , r/2)}j∈Ji is disjoint and lies in B(zi, 26Lr). Volume
considerations then imply that #Ji ≤ C, where C depends only on L.
We may now choose I = {i1, . . . , ik} ⊂ {1, . . . ,m} to be a set of indices that
contains at most one element from each set Ji, such that k ≥ m/2C. It suffices to
show that k is uniformly bounded by a constant depending only on L. Consider
the set of crossing arcs βi1 , . . . , βik and their corresponding John arcs γi1 , . . . , γik .
For j, j′ distinct, we have dist(γij , βij′ ) > 5r; otherwise both ij and ij′ would be
in Jij . In particular, γij lies entirely in one connected component of(
B(x, 11r/6)\B(x, 7r/6)) \(βij−1 ∪ βij+1),
i.e., the component that βij lies in. Moreover, the disk Dij lies entirely in this
same component. Indeed, Dij does not intersect βij−1 or βij+1 , and γij connects
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the center of Dij to the point zij ∈ Ω, which has dist(zij , βij ) < 5r (the segment
from zij to the nearest point on βij cannot meet βij−1 or βij+1).
Hence, we can conclude that ifDij andDij′ are not disjoint, then j
′ = j±1 mod k.
Consequently, at least k/3 of the disks Di1 , . . . , Dik are disjoint. All of these lie in
the ball B(x, 2r), so again volume considerations guarantee that k is bounded by a
uniform constant depending only on L. 
Combining this with Theorem 1.4, we obtain Theorem 1.1 immediately. In
particular, if Ω is a John domain such that ∂Ω is connected and has at least two
points, then Cdim(∂Ω) = CdimAR(∂Ω) = 1. We have already mentioned that
the conformal dimension need not be attained by a metric space in J (∂Ω) or
in JAR(∂Ω). Instead, similar to the questions raised in Section 2.3, it would be
interesting to know whether the conformal dimension of ∂Ω can be calculated using
planar sets.
Question 2. Can one characterize the Jordan curves Γ for which CdimAR(Γ) = 1
and is attained? Is it attained by a 1-regular curve in Cˆ that is the image of Γ
under a quasiconformal homeomorphism of Cˆ?
Related to these considerations, we should mention the following fact, which is
not difficult to establish using Menger’s theorem.
Proposition 4.1. If a metric space X is Ahlfors 1-regular, then X has the discrete
UWS property.
Proof. First, we note that Ahlfors regular metric spaces are always doubling. Fix
x ∈ X, 0 < r < diam(X)/2, and 0 <  < 1/50. Let P be a maximal 2r-separated
set in B(x, 3r), so that P is finite. Let G be the graph whose vertex set is P with
an edge between u, v ∈ P if
B(u, 5r) ∩B(v, 5r) 6= ∅.
As in the previous proof, define the sets
A = {v ∈ P : B(v, 2r) ∩B(x, r) 6= ∅}
A′ = {v ∈ P : B(v, 2r) ∩ (X\B(x, 2r)) 6= ∅},
so that A and A′ are disjoint vertex sets in G. Note that every discrete r-path
x0, . . . , x` from B(x, r) to X\B(x, 2r) gives a vertex path v0, . . . , v` from A to A′
in G by choosing vi ∈ P with d(vi, xi) < 2r. By Lemma 3.2, it suffices to show
that there are a uniformly bounded number of vertices in G that separate A from
A′. Using Menger’s theorem, this is equivalent to showing that there is a uniformly
bounded number of disjoint vertex paths in G from A to A′.
To this end, let η1, . . . , ηm be disjoint vertex paths from A to A
′, which we write
as
ηi = xi(0), xi(1), . . . , xi(`i),
where xi(j) ∈ P for each i and j. Recall that P ⊂ B(x, 3r) by definition. For each
i, we have
r/2 ≤ d(xi(0), xi(`i)) ≤
`i∑
j=1
d(xi(j − 1), xi(j)) ≤ `i · 10r,
so that `i ≥ (20)−1. Moreover, the collection of balls
{B(xi(j), r) : 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 0 ≤ j ≤ `i},
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which are all contained in B(x, 4r), is disjoint because P is 2r-separated. Conse-
quently, if µ is an Ahlfors 1-regular Borel measure on X, then we have
4Cr ≥ µ(B(x, 4r)) ≥
m∑
i=1
`i∑
j=0
µ(B(xi(j), r)) ≥ m · 1
20
· r
C
,
where C is the constant from the Ahlfors regularity condition. Thus, m ≤ 80C2,
which is a uniform bound, as desired. 
5. Weak tangents of John domains
The UWS property and the discrete UWS property are both defined by con-
nectivity conditions that must hold at all locations and scales in the metric space.
Namely, the condition must be true at each x ∈ X and for all 0 < r < C−1 diam(X);
we do not allow the scale r to depend on the location x. Thus, these properties
are stronger than any related infinitesimal condition, for example, where the scale
is allowed to depend on x.
In a similar spirit, one could investigate the infinitesimal geometry of metric
spaces that have the discrete UWS property. More specifically, we will look at
connectivity properties of tangent spaces at each point. To describe this, we need
some definitions. First, a pointed metric space (X, d, p) is a metric space (X, d)
along with a distinguished base-point p ∈ X.
Definition 5.1. A sequence of pointed metric spaces (Xn, dn, pn) converges to a
pointed metric space (Y, d′, p) in the Gromov-Hausdorff sense if for every  > 0 and
R ≥ 1, there is N ∈ N such that for n ≥ N , there is a map φn : B(pn, R) → Y for
which
(i) φn(pn) = p,
(ii) φn(B(pn, R)) is -dense in B(p,R), and
(iii) |dn(x, y)− d′(φn(x), φn(y))| <  for each pair x, y ∈ B(pn, R).
We should note that there are several different, but equivalent, definitions of
Gromov-Hausdorff convergence. The definition we use here comes from [4]. In
what follows, we will use the fact that every sequence (Xn, dn, pn) of uniformly
doubling pointed metric spaces has a subsequence that converges in the Gromov-
Hausdorff sense. Of particular interest to us are sequences that arise as re-scalings
of a given metric space, either around a common point or around varying points.
Informally, this corresponds to zooming into the metric space at certain locations,
along scales tending to zero.
Definition 5.2. Let (X, d) be a doubling metric space. We say that a complete
pointed metric space (Y, d′, p) is a weak tangent of X if there is a sequence of points
pn ∈ X and scales λn > 0, with limn→∞ λn = 0, such that the pointed metric spaces
(X,λ−1n d, pn) converge in the Gromov-Hausdorff sense to (Y, d
′, p).
If X is doubling, then each re-scaling (X,λ−1d) is also doubling, with the same
constant. Thus, doubling metric spaces always have weak tangents. Note that
we require weak tangents to be complete. This is not a restrictive assumption: if
(Y, d′, p) is a Gromov-Hausdorff limit of a sequence of pointed metric spaces, then
the completion of (Y, d′, p) is also a Gromov-Hausdorff limit of the same sequence.
In the literature, weak tangents coming from sequences with a fixed base-point
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pn = x ∈ X are often simply called tangents at x. Thus, every tangent is a weak
tangent.
Before discussing metric spaces with the discrete UWS property in general, let
us turn our attention to linearly connected spaces and, in particular, to quasi-
circles. The following characterization is probably known, but it does not seem to
be present in the literature. Here, by a metric circle, we simply mean a metric
space that is homeomorphic to S1.
Theorem 5.3. A doubling metric circle is a quasi-circle if and only if every weak
tangent is connected.
A classical result of P. Tukia and J. Va¨isa¨la¨ [27] says that a metric circle is a
quasi-circle if and only if it is doubling and linearly connected. Thus, it suffices to
prove the following proposition.
Proposition 5.4. Let X be a complete, connected, doubling, bounded metric space.
Then X is linearly connected if and only if every weak tangent of X is connected.
Our proof of this proposition, like many of our previous proofs, will use a dis-
cretization argument. The following lemma is central to this argument. For similar
considerations, see [5, Proposition 4 and Lemma 5].
Lemma 5.5. Suppose that X is a complete metric space with the following property:
there exists L ≥ 1 such that any x, y ∈ X can be joined by a discrete d(x, y)/4-path
inside B(x, Ld(x, y)). Then X is 4L-linearly connected.
Proof. We may suppose that X has at least two points. Fix x, y ∈ X distinct, and
let r = d(x, y) > 0. By assumption, there is a discrete r/4-path
x = x(0), x(1), . . . , x(n) = y
with x(i) ∈ B(x(0), Lr). Then for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, there is a discrete r/16-path
x(i) = x(i, 0), x(i, 1), . . . , x(i, ni) = x(i+ 1)
inside B(x(i), Lr/4). We continue building such paths inductively. Namely, if
x(i1, . . . , ik) and x(i1, . . . , ik + 1) are consecutive points in a discrete r/4
k-path
built at step k, then our assumption guarantees that there is a discrete r/4k+1-
path
x(i1, . . . , ik) = x(i1, . . . , ik, 0), . . . , x(i1, . . . , ik, ni1,...,ik) = x(i1, . . . , ik + 1)
which lies in the ball B(x(i1, . . . , ik), Lr/4
k). Without loss of generality, we can
assume that ni1,...,ik ≥ 2 for each tuple (i1, . . . , ik).
We now want to use these points to build a continuous map f : [0, 1] → X
connecting x and y. We first define f on a dense subset of [0, 1]. To do this,
let a(i) = i/n for each 0 ≤ i ≤ n. If we have already defined a(i1, . . . , ik) and
a(i1, . . . , ik + 1), with ` = a(i1, . . . , ik + 1)−a(i1, . . . , ik) > 0, then for each 0 ≤ j ≤
ni1,...,ik , we let
a(i1, . . . , ik, j) = a(i1, . . . , ik) + j`/ni1,...,ik .
Then {a(i1, . . . , ik, j) : 0 ≤ j ≤ ni1,...,ik} is an equally-spaced set in the interval
[a(i1, . . . , ik), a(i1, . . . , ik + 1)], with beginning-point a(i1, . . . , ik, 0) = a(i1, . . . , ik)
and ending-point a(i1, . . . , ik, ni1,...,ik) = a(i1, . . . , ik + 1).
Define f(a(i1, . . . , ik)) = x(i1, . . . , ik) for each choice of i1, . . . , ik. This definition
is compatible among the different values of k. If Ek denotes the set of points of
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the form a(i1, . . . , ik) and E = ∪k∈NEk, then it is clear that E is dense in [0, 1], as
each ni1,...,ik ≥ 2. Also, note that f(E) ⊂ B(x, 2Lr), as each t ∈ Ek has
d(x, f(t)) ≤ Lr + Lr/4 + . . .+ Lr/4k < 2Lr.
Moreover, we claim that f is uniformly continuous on E. Indeed, if  > 0, choose
k large enough so that 4Lr/4k < , and then choose δ > 0 smaller than the least
distance between consecutive points in Ek. If |s − t| < δ with s, t ∈ E, then there
are three consecutive points ak, bk, ck ∈ Ek with s, t ∈ [ak, ck]. The construction of
f gives
d(f(s), f(bk)), d(f(t), f(bk)) ≤ Lr/4k + Lr/4k+1 + Lr/4k+2 + . . . < 2Lr/4k,
so that f(s), f(t) ∈ B(f(bk), 2Lr/4k). In particular, d(f(s), f(t)) < 4Lr/4k < .
As X is complete, f extends continuously to [0, 1]. Then f([0, 1]) ⊂ B(x, 2Lr)
is a compact connected set joining x and y. We conclude that X is 4L-linearly
connected. 
Proof of Proposition 5.4. Suppose that (X, d) is linearly connected with con-
stant L ≥ 1. Let (Y, d′, p) be a weak tangent of X so that it is the Gromov-
Hausdorff limit of (X,λ−1n d, pn), where λn → 0. Fix u, v ∈ Y , and let R =
4Lmax{d′(p, u), d′(p, v)}. Then let  = d′(u, v)/8. We can find n ∈ N large and a
map φ : B(pn, λnR)→ Y such that the image φ(B(pn, λnR)) is -dense in B(p,R)
and
|λ−1n d(x, y)− d′(φ(x), φ(y))| < 
for each pair of points x, y ∈ B(pn, λnR).
Choose x, y ∈ B(pn, λnR) for which d′(φ(x), u) <  and d′(φ(y), v) < . By
linear connectivity, there is a compact connected set E ⊂ X with x, y ∈ E and
diam(E) ≤ Ld(x, y). We can then find a discrete λn-path x = z0, z1, . . . , z` = y
from x to y consisting entirely of points in E. Observe that
u, φ(z0), φ(z1), . . . , φ(z`), v
is a discrete 2-path from u to v in Y . Moreover, for each i we have
d′(u, φ(zi)) ≤ d′(φ(x), φ(zi)) +  ≤ λ−1n d(x, zi) + 2 ≤ Lλ−1n d(x, y) + 2.
Note that we can bound λ−1n d(x, y) ≤ d′(φ(x), φ(y)) +  ≤ d′(u, v) + 3 ≤ 11, so
this gives
d′(u, φ(zi)) ≤ 11L+ 2 ≤ 13L < 2Ld′(u, v).
Consequently, the sequence u, φ(z0), φ(z1), . . . , φ(z`), v is a discrete d
′(u, v)/4-path
inside the ball B(u, 2Ld′(u, v)). As u, v ∈ Y were arbitrary, Lemma 5.5 implies
that Y is 8L-linearly connected; in particular, it is connected.
For the converse, assume that every weak tangent of X is connected, and suppose
that X were not linearly connected. By Lemma 5.5, this means that for each n ∈ N,
there is a pair xn, yn ∈ X that cannot be joined by a discrete d(xn, yn)/4-path inside
B(xn, nd(xn, yn)). We note that d(xn, yn)→ 0 as n→∞ because X is connected
and bounded. Now consider the sequence of pointed metric spaces (X,λ−1n d, xn)
with λn = d(xn, yn). As X is doubling, this sequence is uniformly doubling, so there
is a subsequence nk that converges in the Gromov-Hausdorff sense to a complete
metric space (Y, d′, p).
Let  = 1/20. By passing to a further subsequence, we can find maps
φnk : B(xnk , λnkk)→ Y
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with φnk(xnk) = p, for which φnk(B(xnk , λnkk)) is -dense in B(p, k), and
|λ−1nk d(x, y)− d′(φnk(x), φnk(y))| < 
for each pair x, y ∈ B(xnk , λnkk). Note that φnk(ynk) ∈ B(p, 2) for each k, and Y
is proper (it is complete and doubling). By passing to yet another subsequence, we
may assume that φnk(ynk) converges to a point y ∈ Y .
As Y is connected, there is a discrete -path p = u0, u1, . . . , u` = y in Y . Let R =
maxi d
′(p, ui) and fix k > 2R large enough that d′(φnk(ynk), y) < . As the image
φnk(B(xnk , λnkk)) is -dense in B(p,R), for each i we can find vi ∈ B(xnk , λnkk)
with d′(φnk(vi), ui) < . In fact, we may take v0 = xnk and v` = ynk . Note that
vi ∈ B(xnk , 2Rλnk) for each i because
λ−1nk d(xnk , vi) ≤ d′(p, φnk(vi)) +  < d′(p, ui) + 2 < 2R.
Moreover, the sequence xnk = v0, v1, . . . , v` = ynk is a discrete 4λnk -path. Indeed,
for each i, we have
λ−1nk d(vi, vi+1) ≤ d′(φnk(vi), φnk(vi+1)) +  ≤ d′(ui, ui+1) + 3 ≤ 4.
As  = 1/20 and λnk = d(xnk , ynk), we have shown that xnk and ynk can be con-
nected by a discrete d(xnk , ynk)/4-path in the ball B(xnk , 2Rd(xnk , ynk)). Noting
that nk ≥ k > 2R, we see that this contradicts our choice of the pair xnk , ynk . 
Let us now turn back to the discrete UWS property, boundaries of John domains,
and their relationships to weak tangents. Our goal for the remainder of the section
is to prove the following theorem, which is a partial analog of Theorem 5.3.
Theorem 5.6. If Ω ⊂ Cˆ is an L-John domain with ∂Ω connected, then every weak
tangent of ∂Ω has at most N connected components, where N < ∞ depends only
on L.
By Theorem 1.3, it suffices to prove the following proposition, which we men-
tioned in Section 1. Note that the doubling constant of ∂Ω is uniform because ∂Ω
is planar.
Proposition 1.5. Let X be a complete, connected, doubling metric space that has
the discrete UWS property with constant C. Then every weak tangent of X has
at most N connected components, where N depends only on C and the doubling
constant of X.
Before proving the proposition, it will be helpful to establish a lemma.
Lemma 5.7. If X is doubling and has the discrete UWS property with constant
C, then every weak tangent of X also has the discrete UWS property with constant
depending only on C and the doubling constant of X.
Proof. Let (Y, d′, p) be a weak tangent ofX associated to the sequence (X,λ−1n d, pn),
with λn → 0. Fix y ∈ Y , r > 0, and 0 <  < 1/10. Let R = d′(p, y) + 6r and take
n ∈ N large enough that there is φn : B(pn, λnR) → Y for which φn(pn) = p, the
image φn(B(pn, λnR)) is r-dense in B(p,R), and
|λ−1n d(u, v)− d′(φn(u), φn(v))| < r
for each pair u, v ∈ B(pn, λnR). We may also assume that λn ≤ 1.
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Let x ∈ B(pn, λnR) be a point for which d′(φn(x), y) < r. By the discrete UWS
property inX, we can find a setK ′ ⊂ B(x, 4λnr) with #K ′ ≤ C for which every dis-
crete 4λnr-path from B(x, 2λnr) to X\B(x, 4λnr) meets the 4λnr-neighborhood
of K ′. Let K = φn(K ′) ⊂ B(y, 5r); note that this containment holds because
d′(φn(z), y) ≤ d′(φn(z), φn(x)) + r ≤ λ−1n d(z, x) + 2r ≤ 4r + 2r < 5r
for each z ∈ K ′. It is also clear that #K ≤ #K ′ ≤ C.
Now let y0, . . . , y` be a discrete r-path in Y that joins B(y, r) and Y \B(y, 5r).
Without loss of generality, we may assume that this discrete path lies in B(y, 6r)
and so is contained in B(p,R). Consequently, there are points xi ∈ B(pn, λnR)
with d′(φn(xi), yi) < r. Note that
λ−1n d(xi, xi−1) ≤ d′(φn(xi), φn(xi−1)) + r ≤ d′(yi, yi−1) + 3r < 4r,
so that x0, . . . , x` is a discrete 4λnr-path. Moreover,
λ−1n d(x0, x) ≤ d′(φn(x0), φn(x)) + r ≤ d′(y0, y) + 3r < 2r
and
λ−1n d(x`, x) ≥ d′(φn(x`), φn(x))− r ≥ d′(y`, y)− 3r > 4r,
so this discrete path joins B(x, 2λnr) to X\B(x, 4λnr). In particular, there is
z ∈ K ′ with d(z, xi) < 4λnr for some 1 ≤ i ≤ `. Consequently,
d′(φn(z), yi) ≤ d′(φn(z), φn(xi)) + r ≤ λ−1n d(z, xi) + 2r < 6r
so yi lies in the 6r-neighborhood of K
′. Using Lemma 3.2, we conclude that Y
has the discrete UWS property. 
In fact, our argument in the previous lemma shows that if (Xn, dn, pn) are
pointed metric spaces that are uniformly doubling and have the discrete UWS prop-
erty with a uniform constant, then any Gromov-Hausdorff limit of this sequence
also has the discrete UWS property. We will not need this more general statement,
though.
Proof of Proposition 1.5. We may assume that X has at least two points. Sup-
pose that (X,λ−1n d, pn) converges in the Gromov-Hausdorff sense to (Y, d
′, p), where
λn → 0. Let C1, . . . , Ck be connected components in Y . Our goal is to give a uni-
form bound on k, where the bound depends only on the constant C from the discrete
UWS property and on the doubling constant for X.
To this end, we first note that each Ci is unbounded. Indeed, fix y ∈ Ci and fix
R ≥ max{100, 4d′(p, y)} large. Now fix 0 <  < 1. Take n ∈ N large enough that
4λn < diam(X) and let φn : B(pn, 5λnR)→ Y be a map for which φn(pn) = p, the
image φn(B(pn, 5λnR)) is -dense in B(p, 5R), and
|λ−1n d(u, v)− d′(φn(u), φn(v))| < 
for each pair u, v ∈ B(pn, 5λnR). Let xn ∈ B(pn, λnR) be a point for which
d′(φn(xn), y) < . As X is connected, we can find a discrete λn-path, begin-
ning with xn and ending with a point zn ∈ B(xn, 4λnR)\B(xn, 2λnR). Note that
B(xn, 4λnR) ⊂ B(pn, 5λnR), so the image of this discrete path under φn forms
a discrete 2-path beginning with φn(xn) ∈ B(y, ) and ending with φn(zn) ∈
Y \B(y,R).
We have therefore shown that for all  > 0, there is a discrete -path in Y from y
to Y \B(y,R). As Y is doubling and complete, it is proper, and so there is a point
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y′ ∈ B(y, 2R)\B(y,R) such that for all  > 0, there is a discrete -path from y to
y′. Consequently, y′ ∈ Ci as well, so that diam(Ci) ≥ R. Because R was arbitrary,
we conclude that Ci is unbounded.
Now, as each C1, . . . , Ck is unbounded, we can find a radius R large enough that
each Ci intersects B(p,R/2) and Y \B(p, 3R) nontrivially. Let γi be a connected
subset of Ci ∩
(
B(p, 3R)\B(p,R/2)) that intersects both B(p,R) and Y \B(p, 2R).
Note that there is a positive distance between any two γi, γj because there is a
positive distance between Ci ∩ B(p, 3R) and Cj ∩ B(p, 3R). Now, let 0 <  < 1
be small enough that R is less than one fourth of the minimal distance between
any two γi, γj . Note that along each γi, there is a discrete R-path from B(p,R)
to Y \B(p, 2R). Moreover, the 2R-neighborhoods of these discrete paths do not
intersect. Thus, any set of points K that meets the R-neighborhood of each
discrete R-path from B(p,R) to Y \B(p, 2R) must contain a point in each of these
neighborhoods. In particular, #K ≥ k.
By Lemma 5.7, we know that Y has the discrete UWS property with constant
C ′ depending only on C and the doubling constant of X. Thus, it has such a set
K with #K ≤ C ′. This immediately gives k ≤ C ′, as desired. 
6. Conformal dimension of some Ho¨lder circles
Our discussions in this paper have focused mostly on metric spaces with prop-
erties similar to those found on boundaries of John domains. In this final section
we give an example of a Ho¨lder domain whose boundary is a Jordan curve with
Ahlfors-regular conformal dimension equal to 2. The construction is straightfor-
ward and suggests that one should not hope to prove smaller upper bounds on the
Ahlfors-regular conformal dimension of boundaries of Ho¨lder domains in much gen-
erality. Instead, the conformal dimension is probably a more interesting quantity
in the Ho¨lder setting.
We begin with the boundary of the unit square in C. Along the bottom edge,
which we identify with the interval [0, 1], take points xk = 2
−k for k ∈ N. Let
rk = a
−k, where a ≥ 10 is fixed, and let ωk = eipi/4k. For each k, we replace the
interval (xk, xk + rk) with the polygonal arc αk in the unit square which visits the
points
xk, xk + rkω
2k
k , xk + 2rkω
2k
k , xk + 2rkω
2k−1
k , xk + rkω
2k−1
k , xk + rkω
2k−2
k ,
xk + 2rkω
2k−2
k , . . . . . . , xk + 2rkωk, xk + rkωk, xk + rk
in this order. Informally, αk forms 2k “spokes” in the annulus B(xk, 2rk)\B(xk, rk)
if we view the annulus as a bike wheel. Notice that each arc αk lies in the ball
B(xk, 2rk), so none of these arcs interfere with one another. Thus, it is clear that
the resulting set X is a Jordan curve.
It is also not difficult to see that the inner domain, Ω, bounded by X is a Ho¨lder
domain. Indeed, every point in Ω can be joined to the midpoint of the unit square
by a John arc (with uniform constant), except for the points that lie between two
consecutive spokes in some αk. If z is one of these latter points, then we observe
the following. First, there is a John arc in Ω from z to a point z1 which has
dist(z,X) ≤ dist(z1, X) ≈ rk/k. Then there is an arc in Ω from z1 to a point
z2, where z2 is in the the uniform John region in Ω, that has length at most rk
and lies at distance & rk/k from X. It is straightforward to estimate the quasi-
hyperbolic length of the first segment by C log(1/δΩ(z)) and the second segment
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by Ck ≈ log(1/δΩ(z1)), where C is uniform. Using a John arc (with uniform
constant) from z2 to the midpoint of the unit square, which has quasi-hyperbolic
length at most C log(1/δΩ(z2)), we see that the quasi-hyperbolic distance from z
to the midpoint is . log(1/δΩ(z)).
Note that X has Hausdorff dimension 1, so Cdim(X) = 1. We claim now that
CdimAR(X) = 2. The estimate CdimAR(X) ≤ 2 comes from the fact that X is
a subset of the plane [13, Corollary 14.17]. For the other inequality, we verify a
lower bound on combinatorial modulus. To this end, fix 1 < p < 2. For each
k ∈ N, let Pk be an a−k-separated set in X with xk ∈ Pk. Fix λ ≥ 32, and let
Gk be the graph with vertex set Pk, where x, y ∈ Pk are joined by an edge if
B(x, λa−k) ∩B(y, λa−k) 6= ∅. We should note that balls are taken to be in X, not
in the plane.
Fix k ∈ N very large and let m be the largest integer for which 100λm ≤ ak.
Consider the family Γk(xm) of vertex paths in Gm+k that join Pm+k ∩B(xm, a−m)
to Pm+k ∩ (X\B(xm, 2a−m)). Let γ1, . . . , γ2m denote the spokes in αm, which are
line segments from ∂B(xm, a
−m) to ∂B(xm, 2a−m). Note that the distance between
any two spokes is at least a−m/10m and, so also, at least 10λa−m−k. For each i,
there is a vertex path γ˜i in Γk(xm) consisting of vertices that lie on γi. The paths
γ˜i are pairwise vertex disjoint and #γ˜i ≈ ak with uniform constants.
Suppose that ρ : Pm+k → [0,∞] is an admissible weight function for Γk(xm).
Then for each i, we have
1 ≤
∑
v∈γ˜i
ρ(v) ≤ (#γ˜i)(p−1)/p
∑
v∈γ˜i
ρ(v)p
1/p . ak(p−1)/p
∑
v∈γ˜i
ρ(v)p
1/p ,
so that ∑
v∈γ˜i
ρ(v)p & a−k(p−1).
Consequently, we can estimate∑
v∈Pm+k
ρ(v)p ≥
2m∑
i=1
∑
v∈γ˜i
ρ(v)p & m · a−k(p−1) & ak · a−k(p−1) = ak(2−p),
and therefore modp(Γk(xm), Gm+k) & ak(2−p). Using the notation from before, we
conclude that
Mp = lim inf
k→∞
Mp(k) & lim inf
k→∞
ak(2−p) =∞,
so QN ≥ p. As p ∈ (1, 2) was arbitrary, we obtain CdimAR(X) = QN ≥ 2.
Remark 6.1. One could also establish CdimAR(X) ≥ 2 in the following way, without
explicit modulus estimates. Namely, let CdimA(X) denote the conformal Assouad
dimension of X, which is an a priori lower bound for CdimAR(X); see [19, Section
2.2] for definitions. It is known that the conformal Assouad dimension does not
increase under taking weak tangents [19, Proposition 6.1.7], and it is bounded below
by the topological dimension. Now, observe that the sequence (X, r−1k |·|, xk) gives a
weak tangent Y of X that contains an isometric copy of the planar quarter annulus
with inner radius 1 and outer radius 2. Thus,
CdimAR(X) ≥ CdimA(X) ≥ CdimA(Y ) ≥ dimtop(Y ) ≥ 2.
I thank the referee for pointing out this alternative argument.
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This example shows that the conformal dimension and the Ahlfors-regular con-
formal dimension can be very different, even for Jordan curves that bound a simply
connected Ho¨lder domain. In fact, we expect this to happen generically for Ho¨lder
domains that come from SLE process. More concretely, we ask the following ques-
tion.
Question 3. Let 0 < κ < 4, and let γ denote an SLEκ trace stopped at time t = 1.
Is it true that, almost surely, CdimAR(γ) = 2 and Cdim(γ) = 1?
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